Collect infra-red Remote Control from Porters Desk (please return after lecture)

Switch Projector On.................................................. ①
(It will take a few seconds to automatically align the slide transport mechanism to the zero position)

Before placing the slide magazine onto the projector, check that the baseplate on magazine is locked into the zero-position.

Put the loaded magazine onto the projector ensuring that the cleft in the slide magazine fits on to the notch of the transport ring (see diagram)

Use Kodak 80 slide capacity magazine only

Press Slide forward button........................................ ②
(the first slide should appear on screen)

Focusing may be needed, therefore press either refocus button........................................ ③

Press slide backward button ................................... ④

Stand-by button ⑤ allows you to turn projector on/off during your presentation.
The slide magazine remains in position

Removing magazine. Always return slide magazine to zero position, where it can be simply lifted off the projector. This is achieved by holding down slide change button ② (forwards) or ④ (backwards) until the magazine stops rotating

Note: The light shutter will open only when there is a slide in the gate, therefore it is not necessary to use blank slides

Lamp failure: This projector is fitted with twin lamps, should the projection lamp fail, the system automatically activates the second projection lamp

If you require assistance, please contact an Audio Visual Technician on extn 3036